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COMPOST PILE-   The leaves and grass clippings will be spread over the 

fireguard regularly. There will actually be no permanent composting 

allowed to remain at the location from one year to the next. Please, no 

plastic bags, containers, branches or garbage with your grass and leaves. 

This is a problem for the spreading and produces garbage within our 

community. 

ROADS- The repair of our streets will be suspended for this year . Without 

permanent surfacing this is an ongoing project. Council is currently 

researching resurfacing and dust control that may last longer than our 

current procedure. 

GARBAGE DISPOSAL CONTAINERS-   These containers are for household 

garbage only. No appliances, construction materials , mattresses, car parts, 

tires, tree branches PLEASE.  Card board boxes are to be collapsed and 

flattened before disposing.        

ALICE BEACH REC COMMITTEE- The committee is looking for volunteers to 

join their committee as two people are stepping down. Anyone who has 

any ideas to improve & maintain the look of the recreational area of the 

beach and it doesn’t take a lot of your time. If you have a spare couple 

hours a month ( or less) to give to your community please contact:      

Laurie Kotylak @ 306-539-9250, Susan Measner @ 306-535-2805. 



EMRGENCY RESPONSE PROTOCOLS- The protocol for all emergencies is 

call 911. That includes fires, health issues or any other emergency. The 911 

unit then notifies the proper response team for the situation. 

AED- The AED unit has been installed at the Glen Church Community 

Centre. There is a Notice posted to the website concerning a  clinic  for 

anyone interested in taking a short course on the operations and proper 

use. 

PETS- All pets are to be leashed when outside of private property. There 

have been several complaints of dogs running unleashed in the swim area 

and owners not picking up after their pet . Continued neglect of the 

privilege of taking your dog to the beach will result in all pets being banned 

from the swim area. Please pick up after your pet. 

Wildlife- There is a provincial law banning the feeding of wildlife within the 

boundaries of a town/village/etc. RVAB also has a bylaw banning feeding 

wildlife, with severe financial penalties. Council intends to enforce this 

bylaw in an attempt to reduce wildlife damage to property. 

Fire protection- Every home owner should be in possession of a couple of 

fire extinguishers in the event of a fire starting on your property from camp 

fires/Bar B Q’s, etc. The Holdfast Volunteer Fire Dept. is at least 20-30 

minutes away and are effective in only really containing further spread and 

damage to other properties. 

DISPOSAL OF EXCAVATION MATERIAL- Excavation materials are not  

allowed to be dumped within the Resort Village.  

Working together for all to enjoy!                RVAB Council 
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